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SebaiCMET, Inc. Announces Issuance of US Patents
for their Wave Wing Technologies
Abu Dhabi, UAE (Nov. 2013)- SebaiCMET, a renewable energy company focused on the production
of alternative energy utilizing wave energy, recently announced that the United States Patent and
trademark Office has issued US Patents for both their proprietary technologies; US Patent No.
8,562,833 covering Subsurface Wave Power Generation and Water Purification Systems and US
Patent No 8,591,168 covering the Subsurface Wave Power Generation Systems. These proprietary
technologies are applicable to the generation of clean energy and water that are increasingly vital
to companies throughout the US and abroad.
The Subsurface Wave Power Generation is uniquely yet efficiently designed utilizing a single biconcave surfaced trapezoid shaped wing foil that provides consistent greater fluid movement due
to the constancy of the back and forth motion that utilizes the current beneath the ocean instead of
depending upon the sporadic nature of waves. Whereas the Subsurface Wave Power Generation
and Water Purification Systems is designed to utilize the same hydrokinetic energy to provide
sufficient fluid dynamic pressure within water desalination and filtration systems without using
any high pressure mechanical pumps, motors hazardous fuels, or precious resources. “Our system
provides significant amounts of water for use in the development of alginate bio-fuel production,
growing food, mining elements and much more by supplying irrigation-grade water from polluted
rivers,” states Lee Marcum, Inventor and SebaiCMET’s Chief Research & Development Officer.
Currently the company has proposed projects in several areas of the world to deploy their
technology based on off grid solutions as well as clean water designs around low power output
energy and solar powered energy storage and generation units. “ As word of our technology
spreads everywhere from National Geographic to a recent article in Power & Water Middle East, we
are being approached by those interested in our technology to power and create independently
sustained communities,” says Terence L Bolden Chief Executive Officer of SebaiCMET. This patent
is an important component of SebaiCMET’s intellectual property portfolio and gives further
credence to the years of research, development and testing.
About SebaiCMET
SebaiCMET, Inc, a privately held company was organized in May 2009 to manufacture,
distribute, sell and market systems owned and patented by Clean and Green Enterprises, Inc. Initial
research of their energy system was conducted in cooperation with Dr. Stephen Wood and
engineering students at the Florida Institute of Technology. SebaiCMET offers a pioneering
solution to two of the world’s most fundamental problems, clean energy and freshwater. For more
information about SebaiCMET visit www.sebaicmet.com

